01-03, 05-07 VT750DC SHADOW SPIRIT 750

2006 Model Shown

LEAVE THEM BREATHLESS
Right out of the box, your new Honda Shadow Spirit 750 is an incredible machine. And we've got a collection of Honda
Genuine Accessories that will make it even better. Two collections; in fact, there's a line of accessories that will give your
Spirit the look of an unrivaled high-performance cruiser. And our line of leather and chromed accessories allows you to travel
the path of a traditional cruiser. Who says you can't blend a little of each to make your own personal statement? Either way,
your new Shadow is going to be the coolest bike on the block.
Honda Genuine Accessories are designed for the best fit and the best possible performance, all the while providing a
superior look. Every accessory comes with the same limited warranty as the bike, if installed at the time of purchase. And,
you can finance them with your bike (OAC) through RPM Finance, making them part of your monthly payment.
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2006 Model Shown

SHADOW SPIRIT 750
CHROME REAR CARRIER
(Square-Tube)
08L42-MZ5-800
High-quality chrome finish. Square-tube
construction for stability and durability.
Note: Maximum allowable cargo weight is
6.6 lbs. Rear Carrier Mounting Brackets
(08F75-MCR-300F) required.
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SOLO SEAT WITH CHROME REAR
FENDER PANEL
08F82-MCR-300
The perfect addition to enhance the
custom look. Textured weather-resistant
material. Chrome Rear Fender Panel
included.

NON CURRENT ACC.

OILS & CHEMICALS

RIDING APPAREL

SHADOW SPIRIT 750

CUSTOM WINDSHIELD

TALL CHROME BACKREST WITH PAD

ATV

08R80-MCR-100
Protect yourself from the wind with this Custom
Windshield. It's constructed of rugged LEXAN™ to
resist chipping and cracking. All mounting hardware
included.

CRUISER

SPORT

SCOOTERS

08F75-MZ5-B00
This high-quality backrest has a chrome finish. And
a plush pad will provide your passenger with some
additional comfort. Backrest Mounting Brackets
(08F75-MCR-300F) required.

CHROME BACKREST/REAR CARRIER
MOUNTING BRACKETS

CHROME RADIATOR TRIM

08F75-MCR-300F
If you're adding a backrest or rear carrier,
be sure to use these high-quality chrome
brackets.

TOURING

08F86-MBA-100
Featuring a high-quality chrome finish. Now you
can give your bike a custom look in this often
overlooked area.
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RADIATOR COWL

CHROME BILLET CALIPER CAP

SHADOW SPIRIT 750

08F72-MCR-110 (Black)
Offers extra protection for the radiator while
enhancing your bike's aggressive styling. This
cowl is the perfect addition for your performance
custom look.

08F83-MCK-A00G
Great finishing touch for a unified custom billet
look. All billet items feature exclusive integrated
fluted design.

CHROME MASTER CYLINDER CAP

BILLET MASTER CYLINDER CAP
(Triple Fluted)
08F81-MCK-A00
A billet no-brainer: This master cylinder cap was just
begging for the billet treatment, and now you can
enjoy it on your Shadow Spirit 750.

08F81-MBH-H00
Beautiful, chromed replacement for the stock
master cylinder cap.

CHROME HEATED GRIPS
08T50-EWA-100A
Thermostat control with five temperature levels and
integrated switches. Indicator light designates on/off
switch detects battery voltage to prevent excessive
battery power drainage.

CHROME BILLET MASTER CYLINDER CAP
("V" Fluted Design)
08F81-MEM-400
Featuring exclusive "V" design. Packaged
individually.
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CHROME BILLET MASTER CYLINDER CAP
(Neo-Retro Design)
08F81-MCV-400A
Complements entire line of Neo-Retro accessories.
Packaged individually.

OILS & CHEMICALS

RIDING APPAREL

SHADOW SPIRIT 750

BILLET OIL DIPSTICK
CHROME ALLEN BOLT INSERTS

NON CURRENT ACC.

08F83-MCV-400C (Fits 5mm bolts)
08F83-MCV-400D (Fits 6mm bolts)
08F83-MCV-400E (Fits 8mm bolts)
Give your bike a smooth, flush chrome look with
these Chrome Allen Bolt Inserts. Available in three
sizes. Package of 10.

ATV

08F83-MCR-A00
Here's a true custom touch that combines
beauty and function.

BILLET HANDLEBAR CLAMP

SCOOTERS

CHROME BILLET LICENSE PLATE FRAME
(Neo-Retro Design)
08P26-MCV-200A
For a unified billet look, don't overlook your license
plate frame. This brilliant chrome accent is easy to
install. (Check province license plate size for
applicability. Bolt diameter is 1/4". Distance
between bolt holes is 5-3/4" x 2-3/4").

CRUISER

SPORT

08F81-MCK-A00G
Brilliant chrome finish. Carved from a solid
block of alloy. The exclusive fluted design
on face matches other billet offerings.

BILLET LICENSE PLATE FRAME
(Triple Fluted)
CHROME BILLET LICENSE PLATE FRAME
("V" Fluted Design)
08P26-MEM-400
When adding beautiful billet items to your Shadow
Spirit, carry the unique "V" design right down to the
license plate frame. (Check province license plate
size for applicability. Bolt diameter is 1/4". Distance
between bolt holes is 5-3/4" x 2-3/4").

TOURING

08P26-MCK-A00
Brilliant chrome finish with an integrated fluted
design that matches other billet offerings. (Check
province license plate size for applicability. Bolt
diameter is 1/4". Distance between bolt holes is
5-3/4" x 2-3/4").
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SHADOW SPIRIT 750

LEATHER FRONT POUCH
08L50-MCR-100
Mounts to handlebar risers for approximately 1.7
liters additional carrying capacity. Not for use
with Custom Windshield (08R80-MCR-100).

LEATHER BACKREST BAG
08L53-MCR-100
Black leather with Honda logo concho.
Approximately 1.7-liter capacity. A perfect
match for leather saddlebags, tank belt, and
front pouch. Maximum allowable cargo weight
is 4.4 lbs.

Fits only tall Chrome Backrest with Pad
(08F75-MZ5-B00).

SADDLEBAG MOUNTING BRACKETS
08L41-MCR-300
Features a high-quality chrome finish.
Repositions turn signals for a custom fit.

SADDLEBAG BOLT SET
08Z51-MCR-100
This saddlebag bolt set is required for
installation of Saddlebags (08L56-MCR100) and Saddlebag Mounting Brackets
(08L41-MCR-700).
LEATHER SADDLEBAGS
08L56-MCR-100
Approximately 19-liter capacity. Heavy-duty
black leather bags with reversed leather
inserts decorated with the Honda logo
conchos.

Saddlebag Mounting Brackets (08L41-MCR300) and Bolt Set (08Z51-MCR-100) required.
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NON CURRENT ACC.

OILS & CHEMICALS

RIDING APPAREL

SHADOW SPIRIT 750

LEATHER TOURING BAG

ATV

08L52-MCK-100
Think of it as a trunk for your bike. Black leather
with chrome buckle. Must be combined with
rear carrier. Fits square-tube Chrome Rear
Carrier (08L42-MZ5-800).

LEATHER TANK BELT

SPORT

SCOOTERS

08F58-MCR-100
Ideal for protecting the fuel tank during
fill-ups. Black leather with handy pocket
decorated with Honda logo concho.

CYCLE COVER
08P34-MCR-100
Constructed of weather-resistant
synthetic material, this cycle cover
features a moisture-venting system
and a custom fit.

TOURING

31670-BMS-000
As simple as 1-2-3: Just connect the Pro Honda
Battery Charger to your battery and the 5-stage
program does the rest automatically and safely.
Delivered with two interchangeable connection sets:
clamps for bench charging and a weatherproof snap
cord with protection fuse and eyelet terminals for
permanent attachment to the battery.

CRUISER

PRO HONDA BATTERY CHARGER BY TECMATE®
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